
LIGHT BY JUUL

AMBIENCE AND SLEEK DESIGN WITH THE LAMPS FROM LIGHT BY JUUL



ABOUT LIGHT BY JUUL Our story begins in a newly renovated house north of 

Copenhagen, on a spring morning back in 2017. After months of construction 

meetings and the seemingly endless noise stemming from said construction, 

the final details were in place. The whole building process was thought through, 

proper materials, perfect constructions and solutions. However, the owner of the 

estate, Peter Juul, was not satisfied; Something was missing.

The ambience and the essence of ‘Hygge’ was not achieved.

The driveway and the garden were pitch black. The only implemented light sour-

ce was at the front of the house, which barely lit-up the front door. The house 

needed outdoor lighting – Problem was, outdoor lighting was proving particular-

ly difficult to find.

This is the beginning of Light By Juul. A house-renovation project became an 

idea, the idea became a product, and the product became a patent.

The rest is history.
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WHY CHOOSE LIGHT BY JUUL?

DESIGN

Our solutions are innovative, tailored and patented to 

fit your needs. We’ve created a wide array of innovative 

lighting products so unique we’ve had to get it patented.

It’s taken us years of hard work and we’ve put a ton of 

hours into developing our products. We’re not just sel-

ling rocks with light sources, but a complete package. 

Where everything is custom made, down to our cables 

and converters.

POWER CONSUMPTION

Our LED-lights are very economy friendly. Our Cosmos 

lamp use 0,6W pr. Hour. This lamp can run for 1666 hou-

rs spending only 1 KW power. We’re proud to say all our 

lights are LED-based, which maximizes power consump-

tion. Our lighting solutions provide you with unique 

design and ambience, whilst simultaneously giving you 

an environmentally friendly approach to shine a light on 

your estate.

HANDCRAFTED IN DENMARK

Our spear lamps are more than just lighting. They’re 

handcrafted in Denmark and created for design-oriented 

people who aren’t willing to compromise with quality.

We’ve already got multiple options for the exterior 

design of our lamps. We’ve got the elegant and refined 

look, or the raw and rusty look. The choice is yours! - 

Whatever you choose, our lights guarantee a unique 

ambience in your garden.

LIGHTS WITH A PASSION

Passion for lamps and lights is the heart of our opera-

tion. We never compromise and we strive for perfect 

outdoor lighting solutions. Every. Single. Time.Our level 

of dedication means our counselling is individual and 

changes from customer to customer. Our goal is, that 

you get the best possible lighting solution that showca-

ses whichever area matters most to you.

A COMPLETE SOLUTION 

Our lights aren’t a result of coincidences. We’re not just 

selling rocks with light sources, but a complete packa-

ge. Where everything is custom made with waterproof 

screw joints, down to our cables and converters. It’s our 

goal to deliver a complete solution that qualifies for the 

term ‘plug-and-play’.Our solution can easily be installed 

without the assistance of electricians and other trained 

professionals.
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LIGHT IN YOUR WOODEN TERRASSE

Don’t miss out on the possibility of unique ambience on 

your terrasse. Let the light set the mood you refuse to 

settle on. An atmosphere that captures the moment and 

brings magic into your life.

Wooden terrasse w. Cosmos
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Wooden terrasse w. Cosmos

Wooden terrasse w. Cosmos

Rust spydlampe m. Juulius 3 

Wooden terrasse w. Cosmos

Wooden terrasse w. Cosmos
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Wooden terrasse w. Cosmos
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SANDSTONE

BRICKS

Let Light By Juul convert your project to a 

magical wonderland. Witness how sandstone and 

the Cosmos-lamp melts together to create natural 

elegance. Only your imagination defines how far 

your project can go.

When Light By Juul gets implemented in your 

bricks you can almost hear a faint symphony play-

ing in your garden. Instant harmony. We guarantee 

you will never want to go back. Let the magic 

shine a light from your bricks.

YOUR TILES

Why not pamper your existing tiles or bricks? 

Let’s elevate your existing garden with a brand-

new look from Light By Juul. You can create so-

mething extraordinary where the light transforms 

and spotlights your tiles.
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LIGHT IN STONE AND PAVEMENT

When a single tile becomes an enchanting lamp. Let the 

beauty of nature connect with the light. Let the light 

create an oasis of light and aesthetics well above your 

expectations.
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Sandstone w. Cosmos
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Pigsten w. Juulus 1

Chaussesten w. Cosmos 

 Pigsten w. Cosmos

Pigsten w. Juulus 3

Stairway w. Cosmos
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LIGHT BY JUUL

INNOVATIVE LIGHT DESIGN

Sandstone w. Cosmos 

Rust spear lamps w. Juulius 1

Rust spear lamps w. Juulius 3
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Holmegaardsten w. Cosmos Concrete tiles w. Cosmos

Concrete tiles w. Cosmos Sandstone w. Cosmos
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SPECIAL WISHES

HANDCRAFTED IN DENMARK

Don’t miss out on a unique ambience with 

the lights of Light By Juul. Let’s transform 

and elevate your project.

Elegant and refined or rustic and raw 

- The choice is yours!

POWER CONSUMPTION

The light from Light By Juul has an 

extremely low energy usage, with light 

specifically designed to create a ‘warm’ 

light. All of the lamps from Light By Juul 

are LED-lamps
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SPEAR LAMPS

SEIZE THE OPPORTUNITY OF HAVING A DREAM GARDEN 

USING SPEAR LAMPS

Capture the beauty that is rustic lighting and let the magic unfold.

You can choose between the refined and elegant look or the raw and rustic look.

We guarantee a unique setting in your garden, no matter what you choose.

Rust spear lamps w. Cosmos 

Rust spear lamps w. Juulius 1 

Rust spear lamps w.  Juulius 3 

Rust spear lamps w. Juuliane
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Rust spear lamps w. Juulius 1 

Rust spear lamps w. Juulius 3

Pigstone w. Cosmos 
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Rust spear lamp w. Cosmos

Rustfrit stål spear lamp w. Juulius 1

Rust spear lamp w. Juulius 1

Rust spear lamp w. Cosmos 

Rust spear lamp w. Juulius 1 

Rust spear lamp w. Juuliane
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Rust spear lamp w. Cosmos 

Rust spear lamp w. Juuliane

Rust spear lamp w. Juulius 1
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GARDEN

LIGHT FOR EVERYONE, EXPERIENCE OUR ELEGANT 

LIGHTING DESIGN

Stainless steelspear lamp w. Juuliane

Footbridge w. Cosmos 

Pigsten w. Juulius 3 Rust spear lamp w. Juulius 1
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Rust spear lamps w. Juulius 1 - Juuliane
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WOODEN TERRASSE

GARDEN

STAIRS

The Cosmos lamp is the obvious choice for woo-

den terrasses. It was a width of spread of 125 

degrees and with a power consumption of only 

0,6W, you’re guaranteed the wood of your terrace 

will blend nicely with the subtle and soft light. 

The primary choice for your garden is the Juulius 

lamp for trees and bushes where you want direct 

focus. Cosmos is used for the cozy feeling next to 

a pathway or in your flower bed.

You need a light to shine your path, so you don’t 

trip and stumble in the dark. You can place the 

light from the side of the stairs, with this place-

ment, the light will be mellow and soft as you 

walk down the stairs. 
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Chaussestone w. Cosmos Rust spear lamps w. Juulius 1

Chaussestone w. Cosmos
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Wooden terrasses m. Cosmos

Rust spear lamp m. Juulius 1
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Rust spear lamps w. Juulius 1

Rust spear lamps w. Cosmos
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STAIRS

SEE YOUR STAIRS IN A WHOLE NEW LIGHT

Stairs w. Cosmos

Stairs w. Cosmos Stairs w. Cosmos

Stairs w. spear lamp Juulie
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Stairs w. Cosmos

Rust spear lamp w. Juuliane

Rust spear lamp w. Cosmos
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STAIR-PROJECT

LET THE COSMOS LAMP SHOW LEAD THE WAY

The lamp that never glares. The Cosmos lamp is discreet 

and elegant. The best way to greet your guests.

Stairs w. Cosmos
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Stairs w. Cosmos

Trees stainless steel spear lamp w. Juulius 3
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SPA AND POOL

Light By Juul are the frontrunners of exclusive and ele-

gant lighting design. The lights are ready for the humid 

environment often seen with spas and pools.

Wooden terrace w. Cosmos Wooden terrace w. Cosmos
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Trees m. Juulius 1 Wooden terrace m. Cosmos

Wooden terrace w. Cosmos

Trees w. Juulius 1

Trees w. Juulius 3
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Jars with rust spear lamps w. Cosmos
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EXCEPTIONAL MOOD SETTING

HYGGE / COZY

LIGHTING FOR THE TREES

The light creates a sense of peace that you’re 

bound to love. Use the Cosmos-lamp around the 

spa. Let the pool area melt together with the light 

and design of Light By Juul

When everything is idyllic and your project is 

finished. Have you given thought to the fact that 

you can create an oasis that stands out. With 

lighting in your pavement and garden, or using 

spear lamps you can transform your home into 

something special.

End your evenings with a look to your garden and 

let yourself be amazed. The light creates a calm, 

smooth setting, that you wont give up once achie-

ved. Use the Juulius lamp at the trees, create 

depth in your garden and experience magic in its 

purest form.
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CUSTOM CONTROLS

Let the zigbee-box upgrade your outdoor lighting system 

from Light By Juul. It’s smart. It’s innovative and most 

importantly, it’s easy to use. 

You’ll have access to a lot of cool features such as; adju-

sting the level of shine from your lights, turn your lights 

on/off with a timer, and motion detection. 

Our zigbee-box works with the Phillips Hue-App.
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SET THE MOOD FROM YOUR COUCH

POSSIBILITIES

ASSEMBLY

‘Light up the trees’, ‘ l ight up the terrasse’, ‘ l ight 

up the garden’ The possibilities are endless. Expe-

rience our elegant lighting design, where you can 

control everything from the comfort of your couch. 

Explore the cool ways to enjoy your new outdoor 

lighting.

Get the simple solution with a twilight switch and 

let the lights take care of itself night and day all 

year round. Or choose the zigbee-box to gain ac-

cess to a wide array of options for your lights.

What do you need to install lights from 

Light By Juul? 

Scan the QR code right here to get an 

overview of the accessories you need.
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ASSEMBLY

GET INSPIRATION FOR YOUR NEXT PROJECT
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TILES WITH LAMPS

LAMPS FOR BUILT-IN TILES

SPEAR LAMPS 

ACCESSORIES

Selected tiles with lamps. Holmegaardsten, Rough 

stone, Cobblestone and pavement tiles.

Thinking about getting lights in your tiles? 

Buy single lamps and kits / packages 

ready for installation.

The choice is yours! Stainless steel, 

rust or black aluminum.

The practical choice for controls, 

cables and converters.
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SHOWROOM / EXHIBITION

EXHIBITION WITH LIGHT FROM LIGHT BY JUUL NIGHT AND DAY.

You have the opportunity to see the light from Light By Juul during the evening 

on multiple of our exhibition locations.

There’s always an opportunity to drop by for a chat and professional guidance 

for the lighting for your project.

Don’t hesitate to contact us for advice and guidance.
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CONTACT

Please contact us by mail Kundeservice@lightbyjuul.dk or by phone +45 71 74 81 21 between 

09:00 -16:00 on weekdays. If you have any questions regarding our products or your project 

with Light By Juul

SHOWROOM

Lights on end. You’re more than welcome to visit us in our showroom: Fabriksparken Nr. 19-21, 

2600 Glostrup, Denmark. Opening hours determined from appointments. Don’t hesitate to call 

us to set up an appointment.

HYGGE / COZY MOOD 

Share it with us! #lightbyjuul 

We would love to share the experience with you. 

Follow our website, Instagram and Facebook page where we post news and updates.

Kind regards

Peter & Annette 

Light By Juul
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Look at much more on
lightbyjuul.dk


